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This thesis discusses the economic effects of noise

* abatement regulations on the helicopter industry. Increased

manufacturing and operating costs fCo noise abatement regu-

lations on Sikorsky's s-7S helicopter are estimated. The

effects on consumer utilization are also discussed. kn

appendix compares two independent research studies that used

veiqht estimating relationships and cost estimating rela-

tinships to estimate manufacturing costs of the helicopter

by subsystem.

This thesis proposes that if noise abatement regulations

are imposed on the helicopter industry without lue consider-

ation for future technological improvements, helicopter

manufacturers, operators -f helicopter businesses, and

consumers of helicopter services would be adversely

affected.
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A. HELICOPTER C &RACTRISZICS

Helicopters today are examples of engineerig excellence

and aerodynamic ingenuity. They have a multitaul of unique

capabilities that cannot be duplicated by conventional,

fixed-wing airplanes. these capabilities are extremely

important for the transportation uses to which helicopters
are applied. To understaal more fully what makes them

unique, an understanding of their zozmercial applications is
important.

Aercdynamically, helizopters do :it have a stationary
wing designed for lift ahiracteristi=s as do conventional

aircraft. Instead, rotating blades produce the required

lift that propels the air:raft. Consequently, a helicopter

has the capability of decelerating f:om a cruising speed

until reaching a hovering :ondition. From a hover, a heli-
copter can move forward or backwards, sideways, up and down.
These unique flight charateristic3 help position a heli-
copter for precise landing3. Eelicopters need only a

~landing area slightly larger than th.3=ir rotor diameter to

ensure proper clearance. rhis vertizal landing and takeoff

capability provides greater flexibility in sel.ertion of
landing zones or heliport locations, especially in congested

business districts or on zonfined oil rig platforms.

The helicopter is also capable of operations on unpre-
pared surfaces. Other air:raft that have vertical takeoff
capabilities incorporate high velozity fans or jets that

require prepared or heat resistant sarfaces. rhe ability of
the helicopter to operate from unprepared surfx.-s provides
an almost limitless choice for landiag sites. The ability
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to use unprepared surfaces is also am advantage for the

helicopter during emergencies. While in a!rplane needs to

find an area that is relatively flat and clear, a helicopter

needs only a small clearing.

The most important chiractoristiz of helicopter flight

is the helicopter's ability to hover. This is a flight

condition in which the aircraft remains motionless over a

fixed position. Prom hovering conditions, helicopters have

proven themselves as excellent vehicles for sear=h and

rescue

Helicopters can not o~ly hover, bat taxi themselves to

any position that is required. By hvr-taxiing, an

aircraft can position itself away from larger lirplanes

without disrupting normal flight operations. )ften, heli-
copters use airport lanliag facilities, but hover-taxi away

from and off of mjor taxi ways. This capability reduces

congestion and interferenze, aad offers a more 1irect

service to helicopter users by bypassing crowd-- gates.

Aerodynamically, airplanes need a continuous flow of air

over their fixed wings to provide lift. Otherwise,

airplanes will experience in airflow separation from -:he

wing and the wing will stall. Helicopters, on the other

hand, can fly and operate effectively in slow flight

regimes. Slow flight periits a shorter tuIrning radius, or
shorter airport approach patterns. hir traff:: controllers

can manipulate helicopters in and around larger, more

restricted airplanes by aijusting helicopter speeds.

Approaches to landings be.come safer, aad helicopter pilots

have more time to correct aircraft performances luring

conditions of poor visibility.

* -Slow flying is also alvantageous f3r helicopters in

aqricultural spraying, polLce patrol or traffic control,

where close monitoring of areas is critical.

9



Rotary wing aircraft are aerodynasically less sensitive
to wake vortex and wind shear phenomena. A helicopter's

rotors integrate or filter wind chanaes,, thus dampening win

changes that are felt on fixed wing airplanes. Thus, heli-
copters do not need long approach paths or line up control

as do conventional aircraft. rn congested areas, snorter

approach paths, and approa:h paths with steep glide angles,

(up to 12 degrees for heiicopters vi:, 3 degrees for

airplanes) help reduce the noise footprint generated from

aircraft. Steeper glide aigles and shorter approaches

enable helicopters to use patterns t it avoid obstructions

that otherwise limit fixed wing flight.

Perhaps the most econaxic capability of the helicopter

is its ability to carry etternal 13ads, especially into or

away from areas that cannot be transwirsed by ground vehi-

cles. The logging industry employs eavy lift helicopters

to remove felled trees faster than could be removed by

truck. Other industrial iapliatiDn employ helicopters no

lift heavy and outsized egaipment su=h as antennae and

airconditioning units onto roof toos. The external lift

capability is a method by which cargD maybe delivered

directly to its destinatioa, saving time and money by elimi-
i; : nating intermediate stops and extra people from handling the

;: car go.

The last characteristic that difF.rentiates helicopters

from conventional aircraft is in the variety of landing gear

available to helicopters. where fixed wing air:raf: are

reinricted to wheels, ski, and floation pontoons, smaller

helicopters can be equippel with skis that absorb rough

terrain and hard landings better. This helps prevent fuse-

lage damage by transmitting structuril loading to the skids.

These characteristics have made the helicopter an
extremely efficient vehicle for commercial and military

operations. Helicopter man ufartursrs today are engaged in



expensive and cowplex eagirteerzing research to iuprove these

cha racteristics,

B. HELICOPTER TECHNOLOGY

The helicopter industry is a large, competitive, and

highly diversified industry. Currently there are eighteen
helicopter manufacturers world-wide, producirg forty-seven

models. Domestically, the major hellcopter manufacturers

I are: Bell Textron, Boeing Vertol, Sikorsky, and Hughes

Aircraft Company. These zompaniles hive produced or have in

current operation some 10,300 =ivi'lian aircraft, mostly in

service in the United States and Ciada. in 1931, ci-vilian

helicopter sales by U.S. manufacturers totalled S.76

billion, representing 1r402 airframes. Total U.S. civil

aircraft sales (general aviation, ii: transportation, and

rotorcraft) during the same period reached $8 billion, a

sales figure spread over 22,878 airf:aaes (Ref. 1:-731.

Civi. rotorcraft produzti-on for the free world is

projected to double by by the year 1390 (Ref. 1: 3]. If

this projection holds true, total fleet needs fo)r civilian
activity will surpass military helicooater usage, now esti--

mated at 20,000 air-frames. The potiitial growth and

development of the helizooter induistry by the turn of the

* century i-s dependent upon not only tia technological devel-

opuents and electronic advances designed for multi-purpose

useas and all-weather capabilities, bat increases in perfor-

* mances such as lifting capabilities and speed.

The dollar investment in helicopter technology and
r development has increased at even faster rates. Up until

.74 1950, helicopter manufacturers had spent collectively $200

J. million on helicopter engineering. 3y 1970, thiat figure had

* reached $1.6 billion, and by 1979, $2 billion. By 1990,

cumulati-ve monetary outlays for domestic helicopter R&D his



been estimated to be $13 billion, an extremely 3ptizistic

forecast [Ref. 1: 2].

The dominate civilian rotocraft has been the light,

single-engine helicopter. Towards the end of the 1960's,

turbine engines started replacing piston driven recipro-

cating engines. With the introduction of the turbine

engine, the helicopter could offer a much greater thrust to
weight ratio. The market experien-ed vigorous growth until

the 1973/74 oil price increase, at which time increased

operating costs caused many operators to curtail or shutdown

operations. Not until 1979 did the helicopter industry

rebound, when offshore oil exploration added a aew demand.

The 1970's also introduced technology dramatically new

and innovative from the 1950's. The newer modqIs were more

streamlined, with fuselage designs very similar to

airplanes. Many of the never, mediua sized helicopters

incorporated retractable landing gear that further :educed

drag, increased airspeeds, and savad fuel. Hesiicopter manu-

facturers stressed technological adlvinces in blade

construction and design to eliinace blade noise an.d vibra-

tion, for greater passenger comfort and reducel aetal

fatigue. The developments incorpora: ea in today's fleet of

modern helicopters have a great inflience on performance,

*safety, and cost. The principal technological Ievelopments

that have made the helizopter zompetitive with zonventional,

fired wing aircraft are:

1. Aerodynamic - The greatest technological breakthroughs
have been in blade and fuselage designs that have
reduced drag, increased ppeeds, reduced vibrations,
and increase fuel efficiency.

* 2. iomposite M cajsite vaterialsrcvideotgyeater 1;01 lmly Wen~ telnand. protecti n.
This 9s especially true in the rotor head and hub
assembly, where rawer but stroager materials can
replace older and he&vier components. Helicopter
we-ghts have cont naed to decrease, and a~uitpd with
more powerful engines, offer an airframe that is more

*" productive.
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3. Engine, Per formsauce -Turbine sa*naie ,cre2

rep ac ng older and l.ess powerful piston On gznes, are
des irablq because they are more fuel effizient, reli
able, weigh less, a2 I or the sime horsepower.

4. Elec-ongs Indviomics - riprovements iq the elec-
trQuics ield have iffectedmai yvsystems in
he 4.copters. *Improvauentsi 21v gation ind cmui
cation have signifizintlv .6mred the he1-4cop ter's

abiitytofly at low altitu aes accuratel~y, where very
hiqh frequency (vhfo n4tJine--,f-sight sijnqlsdtran-
so itted 15y round fa I ilis cannot be rielved in
the near a ~r all navigatio2 for ships, and aircraft
will be directe& from satellites, increasing the
mformance of heliz,3pters as they travel extended
istances over water op terraian awaywfros normal
mVans of eceptioq. Pilot workioads will be reduced
with the ± ntagration of new zo'itrols d-s plays, and
computers. Procedures otce pecforme& manual ly such
as cllculatign of fuel consumption or centera
ray vty loadings, will be autopatically calcul~tad.
mputers 411 help free the Pilot from non-flight

related duties. Coasequantly, Uiots can spetd their
time more efficiently by paylna zloser attention to

* aircraft performance and proceIlires. Cououters Wil
not only aid the pilot in monittrin airc~af t pqrfor-
mance, but instantly, provide viaablie data concerni:ng
W eg.ther, dangerous wind shears, or obst;uctions to-
flight. Through the use of couputers instantaneous
and accurate data ca be retriaeved anA aallyse I, and
precautions tqken to ensure the safe condac- of heli-
copter operations.

5. Reliability and Siaty - Helicopters today are
deqigned by ipanufactarers tolbe as safe is ossible.
visibility and simiplified controls. Bazk-up Systsias
tc replace failed componants oDE major systemsae
sandard on many corp orate and zommercial 3modals.

Passenger comfort a~a safety h17e. beer, improved wi-th
better sound proofing and reduzal vibratl.on. The cost
per seat mile for he~ icolter fl ights is being loweredpeopleflyin he icas more~pol fyihe iTers and h-licopter~effi-
ciency increases. rodavtfeiooters are corn et:ng
for more air routes b 'ferir; !- broader app~ cation
of transportation nec 1s.

Helicopters are able to fly in aLmost all conditions of

:n-leaent weather, except Icing and seVere turbulence. Tlie

helicopter can achieve this, and at speeds competitive with

fixed wing aircraft of the same weight and size. Because

the helicopter has the capibility of landing at hell-ports

located closer to commerctil areas, the time saved by using

helicopters is a competitive tradeoff to the faster speeds

of conventional aircraft. Helicopters3 today, given medium
range capability and passenger loalin;, can maintain cruise

speeds at 150 mph, with i3:reases i.n performances being

demonstrated by newer derivative ilr:rift every day.

LL~ 7-



Future rotorcraft technology does not diffsr greatly

from current, conventional designs. Large helicopters will
eventually accoaodate a hundrel or more passengers ard

service air routes at medium distances of 100-333 miles,

directly competing with fixed wing .zarriers in high density

* locations (Ref. 1: IT-l].
Smaller to medium size helicopters may see aerodynamic

changes with the elimination of the tail rotor as an anti-

torque device. New techniques are being t*stel that not

only eliminate this tail cotor, but increase helicopter

speeds substantially.
The Tilt Rotor is sach a naw cla3s of helicopter. The

Tilt Rotor aircraft will position i.s rotors to various

overhead and forward positions, depeading on the desired

aircraft attitude. Higher speeds will be obtaiaed without

sa:rificinq the vertical takeoff and landing chiracte-istics

of a conventional helicopter.

The X-Wing rotorcraft is another helicopter variant,
intended for high speeds without saacificing vertical take-

offs and landings. The nate is derives from the shape of

the wing, which when viewel from draectly overheid and when
it is not spinning, forms an "K". Dace the air:raft is

airborne, the spinning I-Wing viil be locked iato place and

function as an airfoil for forward flight.

A4 hird innovative iirframe currently being tested is

the ABC concept, or Advanzced Blade Concept. It is designed
very siailarly to a conventional helicopter, except that

instead of one rotor attached to the 2an mast, there are

two. The two rotors counterrotate icound the 2a1s, effec-

tively neutralizing the stalling property a blade encounters

when rotating to the trailing side of the rotational path.

The ABC concept is designel to have an advancing blade on
both sides of the aircraft, with the stalling blades on the

trailing sides feathere! to reduce drag. Another advantage

_- '- -,. . . In Ili_ I -I I -- ,



of the coaxial rotor system is that a tail rotor is tot

-eiuired to compensate for main rotor torque. the ABC is

capable of speeds comparable to fiel wing aircraft, at

altitudes in excess of 24.300 feet, and still perform take-

offs and landings vertically. Prototype ABC aircraft have

been test flown by military and NASA pilots, but the

aircraft is still in its experimental stage.

The future of rotor:raft development is not only

designed around flights at faster speeds and higher alti-

tules. New design features also str.ss applications towards

heavy lift helicopters, with gross weights exceeding 300,000

pounds. The commercial applications of heavy lift helicop-

ters are many and varied, but the key to heavy lift

development is the propulslon componamts, (engines, drive

trains and rotors) and their Influan:,e on haliopter perfor-

mance.

These new derivatives are the next generation of
vertical takeoff and landiag (fTOLI aircraft. With

continued urban developmeat and the igh costs of airpcrt

construction and location, heli:sote:s will play an ever

increasing role in commute= and aedija range trinsportaion.

C. COUNERCIAL APPLICATION AND HARMKBS

Commercially, rotorcraift produ-t-on is one of the

fastest growing sectors i sales and production in the avia-

tion industry world-wide. By 1990, zivil rotorcraft

production is expected to exceed $3 billion per year, or 171

of all civil aviation production [lie. 1: 70]. From 1960

through 1970, civilian helicopter pr3duction output doubled,

ant is expected to double &gain in tie 1980's. By 1990,

*", over 20% of all dollar expenditurss for aircraft purchases
will be for helicopter or VTOL airzraft. This growth, for

the most part, has been sparred by technical breakthroughs

mentioned in the previous sections.

J -- 15



Bell Textron Corporatibn has dominated helicopter

production since the 1960's, and still maintains itself as a

market leader. Other domestic manufacturers that share in

helicopter production are the 3oeing-Vertol Company, Hughes

Aircraft, and Sikorsky. rehs* domestic producers actively

compete for foreign markets with overseas consortiums such

as Westland-Enqlish, Aecospatiale-Freach, and

Aqusta-Italian. In these countries, the rotorcraft industry

is heavily subsidized through government procurement, and

aircraft models are tailored to meet commercial and military

applications. U.S. manfacturers, o2 the other hand, are

able to meet expanding ani profitabls market demands by

designing and producing various models of helicopters to

meet the requirements demanded by the different users. The

European manufacturers proluce a h!gily competitive and
efficient aircraft, but o2 a aagnitile one-tenth that of

U.S. production.

The helicopter of today performs a number of diverse ant

importart missions, as a vehicle for public service, the
helicopter has been emplayed as an aabulance t reduce

transit tiaes from accident sites to hospitals. Helicopters

are also used for public safety, such as traffic control ant

rescue missions. Helicopters are constantly being called
upon for transportation dia-ing periols of natural disasters

and relief.

The helicopter is also used by p:ivate corporations to

transport technitions, support equipment, and personnel to

and from offshore oil rigs and drilll'i platforms, as oil
companies expand their exploration farther and further

offshore, there will be a increased demand for helicopters
to set longer flight times and heavier payloads.

Helicopters have successfally withstoDd extreme temperature

variations, from North Sea oil exploration to Persian Gulf

opratiors. In the Gulf DE Bozico t day, there are 847

16



helicopters supporting 137 mobile Irilling rigs, 992 multi-

vell production platforms, and 117 more under construction

(REf. 1: 55.
Petroleum Helicopter ticorporate, (PHI) flys over 1000

flight hours per day from its fleet of 400 helicopters to

oil rigs in the North Atlantic, South America, the Gulf of

Mexico, and Africa. Bore time and money is saved by oil

companies using helicopters for personnel transfers than

when slower surface vessels are employed. Steady grcvth in

this market can be seen with the aver increasing demands for

energy.

Forestry, logging, ant agricultaral spraying are other

diverse and useful applications for helicopters.

Helicopters are capable of penstratig terrain too remote or

roagh for land vehicles oc conventioiail aircraft. Helos can

also be refueled from trucks driven to the periphery of
unprepared fields, eliminating transit times to and from

airports. This means that the helicopter is able to remain

cestation longer periods of time, economically :overing more

area in shorter periods of time, and maximizing aircraft

usage.

The economic uses of haelicopter ipplications are

numerous. Transportation of large, outsized cargo. or of

commuters for intercity service is being handled more effi-

ciently today by rotary wing aircraft. Helicopters are not

cheap to maintain and operate, and like other high perfor-

mance machines, must be maintained ant inspected often. In

the long run, operating costs and laitenance costs far

exceed the acquisition costs. rhe helicopter is designed

around a complex mechanism of interrelated dynamic compo-

neuts, some working in harmony, and others in opposition to

' each other. These components must meet high tolerances for
speed, temperatures, ant l.rability. as helicopter tech-

*.. nology advances with industry demand, more efficient

components will be developed.

17



Unfortunately for the l.S. helicopter industry, an ervi-

rommental noise regulation that is being drafted by the FAA

could hinder future growth and sales In this market. New

regulations designed to limit heli:opter noises are being

* considered. The industry feels that noise regulations will
sl3w helicopter growth. rhe industrr is working with the

PAL to identify methods to record halicoptjr noises and

establish noise limits that do not jstpordize the growth in

helicopter sales. The next chapter will introdace the FAA's
current position on noise abatement, and the in4dustry's

position towards these issaes.
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A. FAA RGOULATIOE OF TRB AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY O NOISE

ABITMIT

In 1968, the FA was first charged by public law number

90-411 (later in 1972 with public law number 95-574) to

regulate aircraft design and *;uipmeat for noise reduction

purposes. This uas known as the Noise Control Act of 1972,

and the FAA prescribed st.a1da-ds for the measurement,

control, and abatement of aircraft n.se. In essence, the

mandate by Congress to the F&A was dasiqned to promote an

environment that would be free of molse that jeopardized the

health and welfare of citizens.

To establish accurate criteria a2 noise levals for the

aircraft industry at that time, the FAA worked in close

connecticn with the Secretary 3f rraisportation and the

Environmental Protection Agency. rhaIr object was to ensura

that regulations placed oa the indust.y would be realistic

and obtainable. It is important to note that luring this

early time period, 1968-72, Congressional direction focused

primarily on the larger and more noisy ftxed-win; aircraft.

Little attention was paid to the helicopter indistry and its

noise generating problems, mainly b:azuse helicopters were

largely beinq operated in areas away from urban development.

The FLA first set about to develop an acoustical tech-
nology that could be used to measure aircraft noise 4uring

different flight regimes. This measired data then had to be5!

, quantified and determinations made as to what types of

noises were dangerous, fros what areas of the aircraft were

the noises generated, and the ozp:tal costs associated with

reducing the noise levels. The aircraft industry was very

13
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large at that time, and the FAA, NASL, and industry engi-

neers spent more than $200 million to improve the noiss

characteristics of coamer:ial and private aircraft.

Interestingly, over 50% of this amouat was subsidized by the
U.S. government for the industry's research and development

efforts (Ref. 2: 6-1]. The researzh required to find and

implement more effective aoise coatr l technology was

extremely expensive. Unlike the rotary wing industry, where
noises are generated throagh a number of aircraft compo-

nents, the noises generated from fixed wing air:raft were

primarily generated from tmeir powerfal jet engines.
Developing technology that would surpress engine noises
alone would bring fixed wing aircraft within FAA prescribed

limits.
In contrast to fixed wing resear:h and development

funding, funding for helizopter noiss reduction technology
has been extremely small [Ref. 2: 6-21. This is in.-onsis-
teat with the helicopter's complex noise problem and was

ovrlooked for years pactly because there were no experts in

helicopter acoustic technology. These shortcomings left thi

industry ill prepared for olse abatement rules is imposed
on the commercial airlines and the private industry. The

FAA found that regulating helizopter noises would be much

more complex. As will be explained Later, the FAA and hel!-

* ccpter manufacturers set mout to work together to establish

noise rules that were, for helicopter 2anufacturers, econom-

ically reasonable and technologically practicable.

As a regulatory agency, the Fa had insufficient data to

establish guidelines for helicopter 2oise abatement rules.

In 1975, the FLA proceedel with the levelopment of noise

certification requlations. During the next four years, the
FAA and the helicopter Industry held a series of eleven

meetings. In these seeti2;s, each site tried to learn the

others' concerns and arrive at some sutual resolution. The
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meetings were also designed to improve the FAA's data base

on helicopter noise. Uanfrtunately, the information that

was generated from these aseting was of limited value in

establishing a set of standards becaise of each manufactur-

er's varying techniques of data acuamulation and

correlation.

In 1978, the FAA entered a ruleamking cycle which culmi-

nated in 1979 with its proposel helicopter noise

certification standards, entitled: Notice of Proposed Rule

Making (NPRM) number 79-13. The indistry immediately set

about to evaluate the proposals. In January of 1980, the

helicopter industry responded with a detailed 121 extensive

suamary of the economic and developiental impact of the
NPRM. In effect, the indastry replied= that the FAA's rega-

lations as setforth in SPRI 79-13 we: highly restrictive

and, if the proposed rules were to be enforced oy law, would

require manufacturers t "avest heavily in research and new

technology.

From January 1980 u.t'L the- fall 3f that year, the Fi

did not respond to the indastry's llims. In a attempt to

bring the FAA clcser to tie industry'3 needs, the tCA3

Committee on Aircraft Noise, Working 3roup B, (.AN/WG/B)

recommended to the FAA I 3st of proposals that hopefully
would bring closer together the requirements of the FAA with

the technological skills and desires of the indistry. Th.

CAN/WG/B also recommended that the Fkh delay implementation

of the rule until more data could be accumulatel and

evaluated.

The CAN/WG/B's recommendations proposed to the F*P did

open a negotiating door between industry and government. It

was nov clear to industry, comprised of the thirteen major

helicopter and engine manafacturers, that they 3hould

attempt to provide more complete economic data Da just how

severely the hellcopter industry would be affected by noise
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rules imposed by the FAA. The FAA 12 turn wanted as

complete a study as possible for pcpane rule making. This

thesis will evaluate the 9.onomic :ost considerations

affecting one manufacturer, Sikorsky, and the production of

its medium sized, commercial helicopter, the S-76. In this

report, cost constraints to manufacturers and operators of

the S-76 will be evaluatel under c ,nitions of noise

regulations.

The S-76 is Sikorsky's newest helicopter for the commer-

cial and industrial markets. It is a highly coapetitive and

advanced helicopter, desigaed for operation welL intc the

21st century. If the FAA imposes stric-t noise requirements

on the helicopter industry, Sikorsky will be fazed with
major redesign problems ant expensive retooling costs. In

an attempt to estimate the costs to Sikorsky with its

production of the S-76, ant the effects these zosts will

have on market sales, a careful analysis of major S-76

aircraft components and their cost3 will be made. A rela-
tionship exists between aircraft camponent weigat and

maaufac-:urin; -costs, and :=is relati~aship will be studied

to estimate what additional costs woil.d bq incurred by

Sikorsky if forced to redesign the 5-75.

B. SOURCES OF HELICOPTER NOISE

As mentioned earlier, heli:opter acoustic technology is

considerably more complex than that f fixed win, aircraft.

The interactions of vari3os noise gaierating areas makes

noise abatement rules difficult to gantify and regulate.

Unlike a conventional airoLane that 3roduces noise through
its power plants, the hsli:opter generates tonal signatures

from areas other than its engines. .reas of the helicopter
that are major producers of noise are:

1. The Main Rotor. rha main rotDCs are the sost signifi-
cant contributors to helicopter noise. The main
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rotors act as lifting surf as, and prodix:. a periodic
and random fla pping i~d slatppia; noise as blades
compensite foZ variations inh l~a.ds 4d stresses.
Defign features aes ov being t~stod to deciease this

oso, such as reduz n& rotor ciiii, expaid..ng the
ades' chord chan;ing thq naiber of blades, altering
battip4 desIgn, vaa vary3ing r tor s~ eeds. These
uodfi Pt~ons inolve long per io s o develo ment,

sic iMovments saist be eviluated aqaimst heli-
copter performance id life :y~le costin;.

2. The Taij ~qtor. Like theltplin rotor of c~aventignally
sty led helcopters, the taIl rotors are substantial
generators of no*ise, but of a different pitch andqu~ity Te tl.1 rotor rotits much faster than the
man hrotos, produci2g I higher an4 nairo Wer band of
t~es . T~e tail rota x ino.ra..t s with 4sturbed
&..rflos rom the aiN n otor, farther d~starbing and*
4ncreasiqq the qene~ition of. n3IsS. The til1 rotor is
connectea to the maim transmission through a se sof
gqars and reut 4 on assemblies that produ:e a high
pitchede v inni.ng resolution.

3. Transtissia rea. 5'1li opterstincor on iq various
er oxesa rniSIU3SSSR tIetpo r

irhn Thes enginies t thertor blades.Thesetratsais-

heli ore £ndstryhav pr irl 9s gearino ts betncomue

sevcero urba ai reas. hiy natur, thell heo t is ar o10
ftcer ad Theoe close ptoh thes aiibe rne lo people.
a ?ea anprcosetder epcal towhr peopl v an coo~ buiess.trdeff pnaox l~r i tate h ~ erid otisful olln aelo p effcetsrseb bign oat

.ho e!eope s whohave work nearby. toesan

exus oies heioaloera te nin, h



Through comparative tast studies, it has been found that
the noise footprint of a helicopter luring approach,

landing, takeoff and departure, is -Dtsiderably less inenss

than that of most airplanes. Relicopter noise is limited to

a smaller region than that of an airolane, for two primary

reasons. First, the helicopter is sailler than the larger

airplanes and secondly, a helicoptar's approach and depar-

ture flight path is steeper [Ref. 3: rV-15].
Helicopter noise signatures are zomparable to other loud

noises generated through normal everyday traffic found in

metropolitan cities. Soual levels a:e measured in decibels,

relative to a sound pressure level that is beiag used as a

reference. The annoyance of a sound is caused by the sound

pressure and tonal qualities, duration, and rapidit. The

ear is considerably more sansitive t3 sounds centered around

a frequency of 1000 cycles per secoad than sounds of equiva-

lent pressures but of a lower freque ny. Tonal qualities

also affect sound annoyince, like the whinning of pure tones

emitted from tail rotors. A wide bandi of noise of equiva-

lent pressure centered aroind a pure tone may not beI uncomfortable. what is uncomfDrtabl. and annoying is the
duration of the noise and the rapid rise In sound pressures

instead of gradual rises.
One cf the areas of greatest conzern for the FAA and the

helicopter industry was agreeing upon a standard for heli-

copter noise measurement. For vehicle noise emission, an

Effective Perceived Noise (EPNdB) w3 used. It provided a

measure of certain characteristics of noise, namely the

presence of tones and duration. A major drawback to using
* EPtdE as a measurement, was that EPNI8 instruments are

extremely expensive, costiag upwards to $5000. & cheaper

alternative, but less az-arate, was a noise level measuring

scale that corrects noise levels for daytime/nighttime noise

events (LDn). The LDn scale is more environmentally
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oriented, and takes noises that are aitted, and corrects

than for 1) the number of noises ia 2) the times the

noises occurred [Ref. 2: 1-11.

Despite the high cost of measuring noise using EPNdB
criteria, the FAA and the helicopter industry selected this

measurement is their stinlird for aoise review. The LDn was

selected as an environmental response standard, a derivative

of dB(A) measurements ussi by =omminities for 2iany years to

measure vehicular noises. Consequently, a mix of two

measuring standards will be used by the FAA when they

Quantifying noises by the use of electronic lata gath-

:::n :chi:n:;snoise te::: :nd andio m ore hite rs.z

approach. The subjective approach tD measuring noise and

annoyances is not easy to guantify, but the subjective
atributes cannot be ove2rL:)oked when considering noise stan-

dards. Examples of subjective attribulas are:

1. How do people feel about the ascessity and/o: praven-
aazlity of noises? ? eopl a m ay f ee I.hostil61e i. th er
concerns for noise abatement a:a being ignored.

2. Are people *aware of the rnportince ad value o e-
pu lic services related to sIvIN~ lives' As the;_

lic becomes more aware ofahel1copter importance,~his fact, could reliave the apprehension about heli-
copter noise.

3. The activit-y and/or time of lai that 4in iadivd~a2
hears a noise is alsD impor.ari- A. nd~vda ismore easilytdisturbal or atnnyal if- the noise is
generated at right, or durng; pariods outside of
normal daily routines.

4.There is 4 strong aDreh nsioa issociat ed wi 4 heli-
copter nos. Ma ny peopte are rear tu of heli copter
noi.ses because helicopters fly lower to t ie go n
p roduce sounds unlike other vehicles. ilicootars
ave been asso,:iatel with seac:h and rescue se~rvices,

and this causes anxiety and fear among civilians.

The flight profiles the FAA and th= industry used to

measure helicopter noises were regular helicopter flight

reg-imes. Testing was co3niLcted duriag takeoffs, fly overs,
and approach sequences, aai analysed according to aircraft
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catagories. There are sit helicopter classifications, based

primarily on seating capazity, number, type and horsepower

of engines used, and acguisition costs. The six classifica-

tions are:

Category 1. 2 to 5 seats; 150 to 33) hp; piston single

en;ine

Category 2. 5 to 7 seats; 350 to 553 hp; turbine single

engine (light)

Category 3. 6 to 14 seats; 803 to 330 hp; turbine single

engine (heavy)

Category 4. 6 to 14 seats; 803 to 1300 hp; turbine twin

engine (:ight)

Category 5. 15 to 28 seats; 2500 to 3200 hp; ta:bine twin

engine (medium)

Category 6. more than 40 seats; more than 4003 hp; turbine

* twin engine (heavy)

*Within these six catagories fall all civilian helicop-

ters. The S-76 helicopter is a cata;Dry four 1!. :c:afL, wiht.

a seating capacity of fourteen people and eqc§pped w.th two

engines. The flight profiles measure! by the FAA are

recorded from three micro.hones, located on level ground in

a straight line and arranged perpendicular to the flight

path. The distance between each mi-rophone is 150 meters,

and the helicopters are flown aver ths center microphone

during each of the requirel flight profiles. rhe noise

generated by the helicopters is picked up by the micro-

* phones, and processed electronically to provide a noise

level in EPNdB and dB(&I. The data is then graphed by
frequency and amplitude against time, and corrected to

filter out other noises or deviations from non-flight

related interferences. This recordi.g technique has been
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determined by the FAA and the industry to be the best and

most accurate method for recording helicopters laring the

three flight regimes.

C. IRTP REGULATIOS

The helicopter industry re:cgnizas that the FAA is
charged by Congress to requlate helicopter noise. In

carrying out this mandate, the FAA Is limited to a degree in
design and implementation of regulatLons because they are

required to consider 1) all relevant lata 2) ascertain +hat
the proposals are economically reasoiable and ta=hnolog!-

cally practicable and 31 1iclule the public in rulemaking
activities [Ref. 2: 2-11. The heliconter industry is trying
to protect itself by suppLying as zuch pertinent economic

and technological data to the PAA to justify its position

that helicopter technology is alrea17 at a very high state
of develcpment. If strict noise bataaetnt regulations are
to be imposed, the cost t3 manufacturers to redesign and

produce quieter helicopters would be restrictive. In
response to the FAA, the Ladustry ha3 proposed majo- rcom-

mendations that the FAA review before it drafts noise rules.

The industry has recommended that the FAA establish an
.nterim limit that is three EP.dB above the limits already
proposed. This new limit would be p-ased in over a tin year
time period for new production, new design, and derivative

aircraft. The industry has also proposed that zertain
aircraft be excluded from 2oisa rules, such as helicopters

employed in agriculture, fire fighting, external load
carrying operations, and r:emote area operations [Hef. 2:

r." 7-11. The industry feels that aircraft used in these capac-

ities take the cutside populated areas where n2ises would
be an annoyance. Helicopters involved in these missions are
usaally more powerful and thus more noisy. Imposing noise
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rules or. these helicopters would not only be ispracticL .6

but could impose aft additional cost tD* operators that would

preclude them from using helicopter services.
These recommendatioas by the industry were roDnsidered

essential if helicopter production 12d technology were to

* keep pace with commercial lemand. :onsequently, economi-

cally reasonable and t9:h22logically practicable became a

standard of measurement that hid to be developed and applied

to all helicopters affeatel by a noise rule. A projection

of over $2.2 billion in helicopter deand has been fore-

casted by the industry by the year 233, and an improper or

prematuze regulatory rule could have Isevastating affects on

the market.

Mlany helicopters row in Droduction do not meet the FAA's

proposed regulations. rezhuologicilly, tomorrow's helicop-

ters will be designed aroaiid faster speeds and heavier

payloads. NPE!I 79-13 does not allow for acoustic growth as
helicopter speeds increase. A rule that does rot compensate

for fast-er speeds or incrases in gross weigh-t could impact

future growth.

The phrase, "Economically Reasotable and Tachnologically

Practicable" must be carefally interpreted and satisfactory

for each party before any noise regulation can be mean-

An~lf ul. if there Is dis.agreement .)a the interpretation. as

set forth by the FAA, then there will be continuing disa-

graement on behalf of the industry.
The industry feels that a regulation that sitisfies ERTP

should establish a noise limit for fiture, newly designed

airframes. These noise lavels should be based on current,

ccamercially successful molels, and it the same timob not

penalize manufacturers for uncertainties in futare designs.
A regulation that satisfies EErP should not liit manufac-
turers from developing mor3 productive models for the

future.
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The difficulty in establishing these requiremen:s is

that sufficient economic and techni:sl analyses have not

been performed. Noise levels of uur:mnt generation helicop-

ters first have to be conducted befoce ERTP requirements can

be defined. Once analyses on current helicopters have been

completed, the information will help establish ;uidslines

from which all helicopters may be evaluat ed. Regulations

that are based on incomplete or -nsufficient data run a high

risk of doing economic harm to the i~dustry.

The term derivative helicopter his been entioned previ-
ously, and should be more accurately lefined. Derivative
models are those that are leveloped using common t-ahnology
and designs of prior, usually highly successful models.

Derivatives are designatel by alphabetical nomenclature,

such as model H-1E, H-IL, and H-IN. The further !own the
alphabet, the more current the modal. The ERTP recommenda-

tions mentioned above relate to current helicopters only.

The industry feels that new designs and derivative helicop-

ters must also have ERTP analyses. If current ERTP

regulaticns set noise limits so low -s to "absorb all of thl.

available technology", saiifacturers face a difficult sitna-

tion in planning for derivative modeLs.
There is a necessity among the helicopter manufacturers

to be able to accurately predict the noise levels of new

design and derivative helicopters. If a regulation noise

lim it is set too low, while at the size time technology for
noise improvement has not been fouad, helicopter manufac-
turers will have an extremely difficult time meeting
certification standards for their new production models. is

a result, new designs and lerivative aircraft production
might have to be delayed u2til acoustic technology can catch
up to the standards as settorth by tie rules. Et is very

important that noise rules be established that are compa-

table with 1) the accuracy of helicopter acoustic design,
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2) uncertainties found in :ertification testing, and 3) a

growth in allowable roise for derivative helicopters.

Figure 2.1 graphically represents the FA's proposed

noise limits for helicopters, plottal against helicopter

gross weight. The chart was taken from the Helicopter
Maaufacturer's Economic Impact Assessment of FAA Proposed

Helicopter Certificatioa Noise Rules, (NPRM 79-13) of
December, 1980. The limit limas establish a bs, hoark from
which variations in helicopter noises can be measured. The

limits are constant at 85, 86, and 87 EPNdB for helicopters
with gross weights below 1764 pounds. The limits are also

constant at 105, 106, and 107 EPNdB for gross deights above

175,400 pounds. The limits were joined by a straight-line

variation when plotted against gross weight on a logarithmiz

scale (Ref. 2: 8.1-1].

The ?AA has proposed that a helicopter may have a

recorded noise level that exceeds on or even two of its

benchmarks limits and still pass. H)Wever, the noise level

for any single flight conlition may no: exceed a limit by

more than two IB. 'kdditi-nally, the FAA has stated that the

su2 of noise levels for any two coniLtions by a helicopter

cannot be more than thr.e IB greater than its limit.

Overall, the average of the noise levels for the three

flight conditions must be equal to o: below the average of

the limits as established in the FAA's fo-mula La Figure

2.1. The noise limits for the S-75 aircraft have been

computed using the FAk's formula and a gross weight of

10,300 pounds. As can be seen, the 7oise levels for the
three f!iqht regqnes fall along the FAA's straight line for

noise limits.

Helicopter derivatives generally increase in noise with

increases in gross veight. NPRL 79-13 allows for a three dB

growth per doubling of gross weight, which is considerably

less than the acoustic si2atures recorded by the helicopter
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inlustry in recent testing. As gross weight doubled on some
models whose noise was equil to the Limit, their dB signa-

tures increasel by as much as ten iB. ;he FAA had developed

its three dB growth margin using airzraft weight as the
major parameter, when in actuality, iolicopter noise tends

to follow disc loading and rotor diazaeter size :ef. 2:

8.2-21. Rarely are helicopters designed by different manu-
facturers with the same diameter or lisc loading. The
industry's position is that test dati cannot be iccurately

measured in increments of one 1B. rh-§ industry has recom-

mended that flight regimes be separatel by a four and not

one, dB width. From testing already completed on eight of
twenty-five helicopters, (that margiially met only one or

two flight profiles) it is speculatel that a majority of the

helicopters will be above the limit for one or zore condi-

tions. Sikorsky has pr-dicted that if restrictive noise

rules are imposed without aodifications for derivative

growth, one billion dollars in revenue from the S-76 will be

lost to that company alone over a tea year period from
1981-1990. Depicted in Taole I are tha effects of an

I; acoustic regulation on the new design helicopter market

against lost revenues luriag tais pe:od. This table

displays cost and revenue lata obtained from helicopter
companies and represents their best estimates of potential

lost revenues from helicopter sales, if the FAA's noise
rules go into effect in 1935. Lost :evenue froa sales of
the S-76 helicopter are estimated it S1 billion luring this
ten year period [Ref. 2: 6. 1-101. I Chapter III, this
large revenue loss will be. discussed.

To date, there is n3 ocedi:tive. analysis within reason-
able accuracy for new aircraft designs to be ER7P. The

greater the uncertainty a heli=opter aanufacturar has with
noise abatement regulations on new or derivative models, the
more flexible he has to be with his designs. If strict
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noise regulations are imposed, designs for new helicopters

may require a technology 3f such advanced state as to make

producticn of the helicopter too expansive or ixpossible
[Rof. 4i: 33].

The industy has summarized its position for a valid tRp

analysis of the nits NPR. 79-13. In brief, the sumuary

requested that there be n3Lse measarements established on

current helicopters. It ilso requested that there be a

predictive capability available to tie industry, with an

accuracy consistent with the limits is set forth by the FAL.

As cf this writing, these requirements have not been

met. Of twenty-five U.S. commercial helicopters affected

only eight had fully complied with FIA measurement stan-

dards. Data for the remataing helicDpters has been

insufficient or nonexistent. The iadustry feels that all

( aircraft from this group shoull be thoroughly tasted before
noise rules are imposed on the industry.

*The second requirement had not been met due to the inac-

curacy of current predictive methols. This mea.s that

better design technology dill be neeed to offset unclartain-

ties in anaylses and testings. Any uncertainties in designs

will delay the introduction of new helicopters until heli-

cooter technology catches up with design requirements.
As ca be sen, nise ontrol ft: helicopters is ina

developmental state. Research to guiet helicopters has not

been as intensively supported Dy the 3overnment- as it was in

noise control for the fixed wing inlistry. The helicopter

inlustry is not preparel as of this wrtting to aet the

strict noise limits that are propose, without Significant

economic reevaluation and/or breakthroughs in helicopter

*. aerodynamics.

In the following chapter, an economic analysis to deter-

. mine cost estimates to the industry with noise regulations

has been prepared. The chipter illustrates costs to
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helicopter manufacturers if expensive redesigns have to bg

initiated to meet noise ra;ulations. rhe chapter also

stadies what effects opersting costs in4 price :hanaes would

have on the demand facea bf the heol;opter industry and

uses

amm WO% Lhm1.o IOOO lO.O op o

1 .00 10,oo oo.0o

Formula used by the FAA to calculate noise limits.

10 -176,370

105- 0g 10  gr. wt

s-76 aircraft tested at a gross weight of 10,300 lbs.

TAKE OFF LIMIT APPROACS LIMIT FLYOVER LIMIT

93.7 94.7 92.7

Vi;ure 2.1 Formula Used by the Ph& to Calculate Noise Limits.
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f ABLE I

Econosic Iapact of Failure to Pass Production lois. Rules

1981 - 1990

COMPANY MODELS POTENTIAL LOST REVENUE

Aerospatiale 315, 350, 355, $300M
365N, 332

Aqusta A-109 5001A

Bell 206, 206L, 205, 212 5400M
412, 222, 214, 214ST

Boeing 234LR, 234UT, 107 343M

MBB 105, 117 looM

Sikorsky S-76 10001M

Westland WG-30 530M

HELICOPTER MANUFACTURERS' ECONOMIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF FAA PPOPOSED

CERTIFICATICO NOISE RULES NPRM 79-13

I
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1. COST 2STIZATIIG RELATOISHIPS

hs mentioned earlier, the S-76 vas selected as a model

aircraft because of its alvanced technological lasign and

popularity as an offshore 3il :ompany transport and corpo-
rate helicopter. To bettae understail what challenges the

industry faces with noise abatement rules, a more thorough

understanding of the costs involved 'n designing, produci-g,

and operating a helicopter is needed.

The helicopter cost aad weight lita generated for this

report was collected from a number of different sources.

eight data for the S-76 dis collected from the Sikorsky

Helicopter Plant in Stratford, Connerti.cut. Cost estimating

relationships (CERs) , were taken from Science Applicaticns,

Inc., a private contractiag firm based in Los kngeles, and

frm a Bell/North rexas State aniver-sity study conducted in
1978. Using helicopter systems waights and production quan-

tity as independent variables, helicopter systems costs to

the manufacturer can be estimated.

Accurate cost data from Sikorsky could not be obtained,

due to the proprietary natare 3f the data. This drawback

limits the study to a degree. Attempts have been made to

compensate for factors influen-ing manufacturing costs.

These factors include: i an accurate productian quantity

of S-76 aircraft manufactured y Sikorsky, 2) an inflation
index to adjust prices in 1982 dollars, 3) the amortization

of research and development costs, and 4) the acceptance of

"learning curve" improvemeits in production to help reduce

costs (Bef. 5: 3-8]. Learning curve theory states that as
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the quantity of items produced incre1ses, the costs associ-

ated vith the production Iecreases.

For analysis, the S-75 was brokea down into twelve

subsystems as described by Dr. Michael Beltram in his

research for NASA, "Parametric Stuly of Helicopter Aircraft

Systems Costs and Veights". These tvelve areas were

selected for commonality of aircraft function and correspond

closely to the standard weight groups is defined in Military
Standard 13714. The twelve catagories, their weights,

production quantity, cost formulas, snd an index to adjust

Dr. Beltramo's 1978 costs into 1982 -o-ts, are listed in

Table II. A brief description of the twelve subsystems is
listed below, and an explanation of how Dr. Beltramo derived

his cost estimating equations is found in Appendix A,

Section A.

1. Main Rotors and Heal Assembly. The main rotors are
composed of four titanium spars, each with a thinly
swe k, tapered tio to reduce stress and a.oise. The
heaa assembly is a one piece aluminum hub with elas-
tomertic befarings. Bif Iar vibration absorbers to
dampen blade forcas and spi,.:l.e assemblies Jci the
blades to the heal, and are inlZUded in this weigqb.

2. Tail Rotors. The tail rotors (2k arl sma3ler.in size
than the main rotos, but bas:i:i.y nclesmilar
components.

3. fuselage. The fUse!ge is the shel structure that
_ncludes doors and window frames, decking, bulkheads
and windscreens.

IL. Landing Gear. The 3-76 uses . retractable landingear system, wh:ch .s hydraulizally actuated. The
landing gear structure is composed of struts, side and
drag braces, wheels, brakes, and the ratri tlonsystem.

5. The p~opu sion system. rhe propPlsion system of the
S-76 ;s du.vi:ded Int. two catag3cres. The first cata-
gory is the two an.]ines that 3spply the power for the
aircraft. These art Allison 253-C30's, at are e .c-
trically started frio a battery, and emplny a single
stage, ce 4ifuga1 -opmr~ssoc sIc1ion. Al1 mounts and
assoc..ated lardw re are.nclaies.In th-s weight. The
secondistagory Is tme transmission and ?ear boxassembies. T. ai gear box connects he two
turbo-shaft rigines to the mii2 rotor, te intermad-
aleI an tal rotor gear box9e, plus aI .onnnectng
arive shafts.

S. FlighJ.Coj~rolso he liqht zontrols f o the S-76i
c lu a- contr cos ros th cockpit to m
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rotor servos. This includes the cyclic :olle~tivet
and rudder pedal controls for a dual piloted a _rcra t.

7. InitrumeDts. The instiuments provide basii $otitcring
and warning frinctioas fc0 .afp helicopter f.Igh: ana
enqine operation. rhe basic instrument package in the
S-76 inclu des cockpit indicato:s ard warning lights,
all associated "black boxes" for 1 ectron:c signals,
an Mon3to rIg devices for a dual piloted aircraft.
This weight oes not include i2struments for flight
conditfons durin Ins ruaent Ma.orologiqxl
Con t ons, (INC , hIch is opt.onal equipment.

8. Hyd.aultcs. Hydraulic systel .o a helicopter are
ased.priaary to power the l . control- and
landing gear and on some moes, cargo winches. The
S stem incluaes pumps reservoirs, accumulators,
fIlters, valves, na. iiolds admi ascellaneous support
equipment. The S-75 uses ual back-up iden.icahy.raulic .systems, powered from pumps driven by the
ma..n gear box.

9. Electrial. The le-tri al system sipj.ies powe to
the various Instruments and lights M9n the S,°76
The basic S-76 rejui res DC power only, that can
fulfill starter and generator power. The S-76 has
dual engine mounted 200 ampere starter ge.iera-ors
each being capable 3f pcering all equipment shouid
one engine fa-!. A seventeen ampere-hour nickel-
cadmium battery is also stanla:d eqipment. There is
also a connectlon on the helicopter for external DC
power.

10. Avionics. This subsystem 4s on- of the aost tichni-
cally advanced systems f:und i. the aircraf- today.
Consequently, most avionics i. treated as optiona.
equip ment. 0ependiig on mission requi-ezaets and
s-_r.gle/dual pi~lt ed aircraft, Iv-onics eqqipment can
become extremely expensive. rhe basic aviofics
package in the S-76 includes iLstruments for headinq
reference and aircraft attitude. The avion-ics vackagqs
used for this study included oae VHF tzansceivei wit
antenna and q cockpit/c4bin irtercom system. No navi-
gational e qu pment ias nclule in the weight ef the
avionics s ubs ystem.

11. Furnshings and e,lipment. Like the avionics gackaq0.
deqigne4 for opera o preferences, extra furnis hinas
and equipment can bacome extrezely exensive. Basic
furnishings and ejuipment inclde sea, covers, rugs,strobe lights, miscellaneous a:cessories such as
ashtrays, and other incide- t, s that complete the
aircraft empty weight of 57 3 3ounds.

12. Inhouse assembly Inhouse as-emb!y inclides all
labor by the manukaturer re=j2.red to bring the major
components of the helicopter into a finished oroduct.
It includes not only installation and checkout but
quality control.

The twelve subsystems cover all recurring production and

subcontracted costs. Additionally. these formulas can be

applied to any helicopter airframe. Rhen combined with S-76

weight and production data and totalled, they estimate the

costs to Sikorsky to produce the S-75.
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nBLl II

Cost Estiaating Equitions

SYSTEM WEIGHT EQUATION COSTS (S)

Main Rotor & Head 1009 C= -12,928+101WQ- -0 740  55,669

Tail Rotors 77 C- 102WQ'-074 0  5,287

Fuselage 1531 C- 860W" 848Q -*286 93,584

Landing Gear 370 C= 84WQ- -2176 9,709

Propulsion
a) power plant 572 C= -17,709+1219WO .2345 181,285
b) drive system 953 C= 19,946+83W _ 73,197

Flight Controls 245 C=- 156WQ 08 96  23,671

Instruments 62 C= 125WQ0 8 9 6  4,780

Hydraulics 100 C= 91WQ- 0 89 6  5,636

Electrical 286 C= 143W - 08 96  25,330

Avionics 74 C= 6847+125WQ 0 89 6  12,576

-.W 0 89 6
Furnishing & Equip 424 C= 69WO 18,119

Inhouse Assembly C= 5.325 c
' i~ Q-.3959

j= (4,5a,7,10) 192,658

Total Costs to Sikorsky 701,501

Deflator Index to Adjust for 1982 Prices 1982 94.4
1977 62.2 x 1.52

Total Costs 1982 Dollars 1,064,697

W-weight
Q-210

Cost Equations Borrowed from Beltramo's Study
page 3-2
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B. HELICOPTER INDUSTRY'S -OST ESTIMITES UNDER NOISE

REGULATIONS

Derivative helicopter growth includes increases in gross

weight to absorb new systems and eguipment, and to increase

payload and productivity. Normal growth in available heli-

copter power allows for t2i growth in gross weight, while

maintaining performance. hs operators of helicopt.ers such

as the S-76 become more confident in the airfraze, so too

does Sikorsky in its desigi. Derivatives can be produced

with little significant structural canges. If, however,

critical dynamic component systems have to be remodled

because of the noise ruling, the ezDamoic -Impact and associ-

ated risks shouldered by t2e manufacti er and users alike,

would be high.

There are three major subsystems that are principal

generators of noise in the helicopter. The three areas are:

1) the power plant, 2) th. transmission and gear box arsas,

and 3) the rotors. Normal derivative growth his histori-

cally been based on production models that were prof;abl

sellers. Derivatives a:- .ngi.eered from new technology

tha - makes the aircraft fly faster, :azry more zargo/

passengers, and overall be more prdactive. Any constraints

placed on normal derivatiw growth i-pivqs the manufacturer

of opportunities to sustail productive aircraft design life

and recoup original R&D costs. Derivative models ensure

long production times and the ibility of the manufacturer to

realize a profit on his investment. New helicooter growth

cannot be launched without profits f:Dm derivative models.

Sikorsky is very concerned aboat the i*mpact noise rules

would have on the sales of its new airframe. 7o quiet the

S-76 helicopter, engineers can look at the three major areas

of noise as areas for redesign and m3oificatioa.
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The first area, the ea;ine, is technically a problem

faced by the Allison Company, since they are producers of

the power plants that drive the S-75. Engine noise is

primarily distributed around compressor tones, combusted

fuel, and exhaust gases. engines are designed to meet

compressor and turbine speeds that will produce the energy

required to power the size and weight of the aircraft.

Derivative helicopters will be designed to fly faster and

carry heavier loads, thus relying on engines that are

stronger and more reliable, but with is little additional

engine weight as possible. To meet these new -equirements,

an uprating of existing en;ine performince will be needed.

Ad4itional power estimatiois vary from 18-22.59, which woul

increase engine shaft horsepower frco 650 to 795 shp. This

increase, according to engine designers, is beyond the

growth potential and techs)logy now in product'ion (Ref. 4:

3,33].

Nnwer and more quiet engines will be r-quirci t riv

new transmissions and gear boxes. Transmissions and gear

boxes wil have to be modified -o izDomodate the more

powerful engines. Sikorse has estiated that changes in

gear box ratios and drive systems would have to be uprated
from 9-11%, to stay withia derivativ- growth and noise

1-3its. Redesigring transmissions aal gear boxes woull be a

very costly undertaking, since speciil tools ani castings

would have to be redesigned as well.

The area generating the greatest noise in helicopter

flight is the helicopter's rotor blales. To reduce blade
-lap and flap, engineers have suggested several alterna-

tives. One alternative is to decrase rotor speed. If the

rotor speed is to be dear.-sed withoit decreasing rotor

efficiency, there has to be a corresponding increase in the

lifting surface. rhis ca2 be accomplished by several

methods. One method is to increase the blade's chord. A

second method vouli be to increase tne number of blades.
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If engineers attack the noise pr3blem by changing the

number cf blades, this would require that a new mist, :otor

head and assembly, and zoatrol levers be designed. When the

blade tip speed is reduced, new transmission and gear box

speeds are required. The interactio2 of many dynamic compo-

nents associated with heli.opter fli;ht will eventually lead

to the redesigning of not one system, but several.

The rotor system is uique in that the most dramatic

technological changes have, in recent years, taken place

with this component. Sikorsky uses a composite blade that

reduces maintenance costs and adds a substantial life expec-

tancy tc the blade, which is currently rated at 11,750

flight hours. Each blade weighs 175 pounds and costs

approximately $40,000 to Sikorsky to produce. 7o reduce

noise through the addition of in extra blade, or from

insreasing the blade's chord, (to accomodate slower tip

speeds without sacrificing performan:e-) would involve rede-

signing several major and axpensive zomponents.

As can'be seen, designing and manufacturing helicopter

components is a very expensive proresS and inv31Ves y.ars

for development and testia]. )nce thiese ideas are trans-

formed into components and produced, the costs involved in
owning, operating, and maitaining izch equipment are also

affected.

C. OPERATING COSTS UNDER NPRH 79-13

Operating costs vary considerably with the type of oper-

ation, the geographical area flown ii, and the annual hourly

aircraft utilization. These 'factors iffect depreciation and

r insurance rates, as well as maintenaize costs and aircrew
salaries. Direct operatin; costs are tangible &ad easily

recorded. Indirect costs - or those costs associated with

operation of the business not directly related to operation
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of the aircraft - such as cent, uitilLt,.es, training, admin-

istrative services, managetent and owerhead, generally range

from 50-200 percent of direct operating costs, depending on

services provided and busiess operations [Ref. 6: 1].

These expenses, plus profit, should be considered by a heli-

copter operator when deterxining helicopter costs, because

of their economic impact on business operations.

The cost items associated with a capital investment can

be very broad and expensive. In the offshore oil explcra-

tian and drilling industry, maintaining aircraft is even

more costly.

For the sake of contiauity, the 5-76 will be used as an

example aircraft for the following bcaakdown of an opera-

tor's costs. When flying to the oil rigs, two pilots

operate the S-76 as an addltioaal zeasure of safety. Crew

costs, including fringe benefits, zoall r-ach $30,000 per

year, per pilot (Ref. 6: 2]. if the pilots fly 800 hour3
per yea=, this equates to -rew costs of $75.00 par flehl
hour. Under NPRM 79-13, clere woull be no change in the

pilot requirement, and zosts - the opsrator would be unaf-

fected by noise =uies.

Fuel consumption by the S-76 dirlag normal c:uise condi-

tions is approximately 600 pounds per hour or a.pproximately

nin sty U.S. gallons. Jet fuel is ju-t about as expensive as

gasoline, and if calculat-a- at $1.23 per gallon, this equals

about $108.00 per hour in fuel costs. Other fuels and
lubricants, such as hydraalic fluid, transmission, and gear

box oils, are usually estimated at seven percent of the

fuel costs. The total co3t of fuel and oil to operate the

S-76 per hour would be about $116.
Insurance costs to 3pacate offshoce oil helicopter

services fluctuate with aircraft models, the safety faatures
installed, pilot experien=e, and hours flown per year.

Insurance on the aircraft itself is alculated on four
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percent flyaway price of the aircraft. Four percent is

Sikorsky's estimate for fuselage damage and liability

coverage. A fully equippal S-76, with instruments an!

safety equipment for over water flights, costs approximately

$2,202,130 (Ref. 6: 21. Four percent of this figure equals

$88,085 per year, and although this figure would not be

directly changed due to NPRM 79-13, iircraft that did not
meet NPRM 79-13 could not be certifi.e by the FAA and there-

fore insurable. Insurance rates wouLd change, however, on

any model that incorporata new engiaeering designs to quiet
the helicopter, thereby making the a'rcraft more expensive

to replace or fix if damaged.

Maintenance of the aircraft is oae of the most expensive
ongoing operatinc costs involved in 4elicopter Dperations.

Maintenance labor rates per aircraft are explained as

maahours required per flight hour of service. Skilled
mechanic labor alone, exclusive of overhead, is computed on
an average of $13.00 per hour, with four manhours per flight

hour required for S-76 3peCation [Ref. 6: 3].' rhis equates
to $52.00 for labor per flight hou. As with any new design
or engineering change, se.hani-s Mus3t maintain their profi-
ciancy by learning new systems and zaintenance techniques.
There would be an additioaal cost to the operatDrs in
training mechanics cn any new maintenance technigues that

resulted from engineering redesign. Such costs would

include a mechanic's time away from Uirect air-raft maints-

nance, lost flight times lie to longer aircraft turnaround
periods, additional purchases of spe.-ial tools, technical

manuals, or direct factory supervision until private compa-

nies could sustain levels where their own mechanics could

handle the new techniques. The transition periol associated

with the introduction of a new piece of equipment, or method

of maintaining a piece of equipment, would have a less

costly impact on flight operations if the changes are
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forseen and mechanics trained prior to actual airframe

modifications.

The overhaul and/or re3lacement t.imes on the major

colponents (main, intermediate and txil rotor gear boxes,

plus main rotor head assemblies) and the hydraulic systems,

are based on an hourly useage rate from 1800 to 3000 flight

hours, depending on aircrLft system and component. As part

of a contract service froz Sikorsky, a parts exchange

program amortizes these costs at $53.30 per flight hour

[Ref. 6: 31. It would be very difficlt to evaluate the

cost of overhauling new eluipment designed to reduce noise,

but it is a safe assumption that witi the introduction of

new equipment, inspections and overhial time periods could

be higher than normal.

The main and tail roto: blades would be the major compo-

nents most likely affected by nois_ rules. A set of main

blades costs $164,000 to aa operator, and S48,333 for tail

rotor blades. These blades have a lif. expectancy of 11,750

flight hours, during which time only minor rework is
expected, such as replacea.int of the tip caps or leading

edge abrasion strips. rhese costs are estimatel at one half

the initial cost of the blades, or £)30 per flight hour,

giver that the blade survives its expected life cycle.

Other aircraft parts and spares, computed for an instru-

ment equipped aircraft, are estimatel at $32.00 per flight

hour. This additional amount is neeled to replace minor

avionics equipment, clemaiag fe-es, repair parts, and other

necessary maintenance reqirements. The cost t aid instru-

ment and survival equipment in the S-75 is approximately

$543,830, the difference between the selling price of

$2,202,130 and the basic, off-the-pr3duction line,

$1,658,300.

ii "' II4n
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The overhaul period for engine performance is 1500 hours

of operation. Additional improvements by the Allison

Coapany have led to increases in the hours between overhaul

periods, from 1500 to 3503 hours. ?2is will reduce opera-

tors expenses for major engine overhiuls, but the operator

i s still faced with minor iverhauls and inspections at other

intervals, such as inspections at 1750 hours of the turbine

ani exhaust areas. For operating expenses, overhaul costs

that include parts and lab2r, are approximated by Allison at
$90.00 per flight hour [Raf. 6: 3].

If the engine has to be relesigned to meet aoise limits
or increases in power to Irive new t.ansmissions and drive

systems, these modifications woull have a proportional

increase in overhaul costs and ti.a-;. Even if new engines

with an increased capacity in shaft iorsepower 3f 18 to 22.5

percent added ten percent iore weigh: to the engine, (a

rough estimate from a NASA enginsr) this would increase

engine costs from $181,285 to $366,276, according to Dr.

Beltramc's cost equations.

The 5-76 is a very moIrn and te:haologically d9signed

aircraft. In rele market value, tas S-76 is expected to

retain one-half to two-thirds of its original value after

tea years of service. For depreciat-on computations, a

twenty-five percent residual value zin be computed over the

same time period [Ref. 6: 4]. Deprceiation of the S-76

alone would then be the total cost of the airframe,

$2,202,130, divided over a ten year perio-d with a twenty-

five percent residual val!a. rhis a3uates to a yearly

depreciation value of $165, 160. Any additional costs to the

aircraft, to meet NPRR 79-13 standirls, would inzrease the

value of the aircraft, in-ceasing operator's deprecia.ion

over the useful life of the aircraft.
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In Table III, the dir.:t operatiag costs per fligh- hour

for operators of the S-76 are summarized [Ref. 6: 4]. It is
a breakdown of all costs issociatel with helicopter opera-

tions as estimated before noise moliications aal

redesigning take place. Table IV is a projection of

increased costs as a result of new designs on rotor blades,

engines, and transmission areas on a derivative aircraft.

It shows higher operating --ost using adjusted figures from

Table III and weight and zost data f:3m Table It. The der-

vative figures were best estimates lerived from Sikorsky

publications and cost data generated from helizopter manu-

facturers producing commercial helicopters of similar design

and weight to that of the S-76, as r.ported to the tACO
Committce on Aircraft Noise (CAN) Wo:king Group B, in May of

1982. Table IV is a projection of what operators may have

to face in increased costs, if Sikorsky and other helicoper

manufacturers have to redesign for noise abatement rules.

D. ELASTICITY EFFECT OF N3ISE RULES rO HANUFACtURERS AND

OPERATORS

To analyse more fully the effects noise rules woull have

on manufacturers and operators, it is important to under-

stand how responsive these markets are to changes. Since

new regulations would undoabtly raise manufacturers and

operators' costs, these costs woull in turn have to be

absorbed by consumers. 7ha important economic guestion here

is how will helicopter operators respond to increased costs
of helicopters? This question deals with demand and price

elasticity and must be carefully stulied to evaluate its

impact on the market.
Giver an increase in costs to Sikorsky, what would be

their change in revenue from a decrease in sale3? Revenue

is relat ed to the elasticity of demand for the product.
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Elasticity is related to the presence of substitutes for ths

product and is defined as the percentage change in quantity

divided by the percentage change in price. Unfortunately,
it is difficult to measure the elasticity of sales to heli-

copter operators because they only purchase helicopters in

order to provide services to others, just as buses are

commonly produced for and purchasel 3y bus companies. What

matters is the elasticity of helicopter services to the

consumers of the services is discussed in Chapter II; ie.

lumber, oil, executive triasportatio , etc. Therefore,

there are several relevant demand curves here. The substi-

tution possibilities will be discussed below to provide some

qualitative idea of the elisticity.

The elasticity of a product measures the change in
prices for a change in leuand. As mentioned earlier, the

forestry industry uses heavy-lift helicopters to remove

felled trees from remote areas othecoiSs unaccessible by

logging trucks. The tradeoff for the companies in using

helicopters is the rapidity with whizh helicopters can

remove lcgs without having logging =Dipanies invast extra
money constructing accessi.ble roads for logging trucks. The

lumber companies are weighing the value of faster and expen-

sive helicopter services against slower trucks which =equir-

new roads.

Similarily, oil companies asrizate the economic value of

flying crews and supplies to oil rigs instead of using
slower, surface vessels. The opportunity cost to fly a

number of workers to oil rigs it one7 time is lower because

crews can be changed in a fraction oE the time i would take
,. ships to complete the transfer. For example, if an oil rig

is located sixty miles offshore, it :ould be serviced by an

S-76 helicopter carrying twelve passeagers !n about thirty
minutes. The round trip would last ibout one hour at a cost

of $1000. A surface vessel making tienty knots and carryinq
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twelve passengers wouil mie the r2aal trip in about six

hours. If the cost to operate the sarface vessel is only

$130 per hour, this would equal a $630 cost, but the trip

has taken a longer period of time, with a high loss in

production for the crews and the oil company. & three hour
transit for twelve passengers at, for example, $15.00 an

hour, equals $540 in wages lost from production. ?otal

costs for'the movement 3f :rews by sirface ship equals

$1140. On the other hand, the helicopter cost $1000 per

hour plus the lost wages fDr twelve .assengers (at the same
wage scale) for hirty misites, or $3.00, for a total cost

to the company in rental iad lost production of S1090.

This simple example demonstrates the savings oil compa-

nies enjoy from utilizing helicopters instead of slower,

surface ships.

There is also a large lemand for executive rind commuter

helicopter services. Ia this enviroazent, transit times

between business districts and ai-po:ts can be shortened by

using heiicopte:s as shuttrLes. Intercity services via heli-

copters have been introdu=ed in sev rl areas within the

United States, the most etensive being the San 3ose,

Oakland, and San Francisco commuter r3utes. As helicopter

costs rise, the ":e likely executives vill take ground

transportation, which is :uch cheaper. Usually, only a few

executives travel together, so even though their salaries

are higher, there is likely to be more substitution than in

the oil example.

When noise abatement regualtions for the helicopter
inlustry eventually become law and 2anufacturers are

required to engineer their helicoptlers to be more quiet,
whit will be the burden of these chaiges? The answer to

this question will depend upon a number of factors. First,

how responsive to a price change are helicopter operators?

That is, if manufacturers Lncrease their prices on
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helicopters and pass this increase oato users, will users

look elsewhere for other means of transportation? If

consumers of helicopter services d3 .iot respond to increases

passed on to them, then market demand for helicopters as a
means of transportation is said to be inelastic and unres-

*ponsive to price increases. But, if a price rise is passed

to operators and they stop purchasin; helicopters as their

customers turn elsewhere for substitutes, then the demand

for helicopters becomes elastic. rhis is the opera.orls

signal to the manufacturer that heli:opter operations have

become too expensive and alternative seans of transportation
have been fcund by the altimate consamer.

The impact of these higher costs tD operators and

customers can be reflected in a numb-r of ways. if

customers can find cheaper substitutes than helicopters,

then increased costs will drive them to substitutes.

Operators must determine how far on a customer'3 demand

curve he can raise prices before customers search for alter-

natives. Because each zatagory of zastomer his its own
demand curve, the elastici.y for helicopters usage varies

and is difficult to estimate. If customers cannot find

substitutes that give then as much utility as helicopters,

even with the extra costs, then customers will elect to

absorb these costs.
Graphically, the costs effects of noise control regula-

tions in the form of increased expenses are displayed in

Figure 3.1. The initial xarket equilibrium is at E, with

the quantity sold, 210 units. This was about Sikorsky's

annual S-76 production. The price of each S-76 to the oper-

ator was estimated at $2.2 million. An approximate 22%

increase (as estimated by 3ikorsky ii their report to the

Economics Subgroup of the rACO Committee in May, 1982) would

increase this cost to $2.53 million "Ref. 4: 33]. If regu-

lations increase costs to the manufacturer by 221 per
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ai4rcraft-, what might be the effect on the number of aircraft

sold? Two hundred ten helicopters it 12.2 million approxi-

mates a $462 million buui2%ss innually. If S-75 sales were

to slip by fifty-seven air.-raft per fear, this would be

reflected in a $125.4 million annual loss. Extending this

annual loss through the relevant time period, 1)81-1990,

(like Sikorsky has predicted in rabl-3 1) then a $1 billion

loss in S-76 sales could be reilized. The drop in sales

from 210 to 153 aircraft reflects in annual decrease of

twenty-five percent, and is characterized by A =.25. The

market elasticity, (giveni -.22 a - = 1.136

ind'cates that Sikorsky's -stimate of a $1 billion loss in

reasonable, since this is a relatively low elasticity.

From my talks with sacketing analysts at Sikorsky they

tend to agree with this approazh to a.licopter sales. They

feel that the initial cost of a helicopter to a user is not

the mos- important economiz consid.rition facing a user.

The initial outlay for th- purchase of a helicooter is tied

to the cost of borrowing uoney. Th? 2ajor economic problem

facing operators is the return operators expect to receive

from helicopter operations. The cosc of helicopter utiliza-

tion to the operator, accDrding to Sikorsky, should be

out-half to two-thirds of his gross zevenues. knnually,

operators try to meet in ;ross revenaes the purczhase price

of their helicopters. Fron Table rIE, the operating

expenses per hour for S-75 usage has been costed at $789 for

1000 hours of flight time. At this rate, operators should

be charging (at one-half) i1184 to (it two-thirls) $1318 to

customers per flight hour if they etpect to reach this

revenue objective. These figures rep.rsent a high hourly

cost for helicopter operatkons, but the utility and diversi-

fication of helicopters have made the.m indespensible modes

of transportation.
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There are several 13ssons to be learned from demand and
price elasticity. Marketing predict-ions have to be
extremely accurate when they forcast market reaztions to

price changes. care must be f3l1owal to read clearly
signals given by users as to whether or not operators would
aczept increases in helicopter costs. If these market

signals are misinterpretel, manufacturers could vin up
bearing the entire burden 3f increasd costs.

U&BLE III

Summary of Direct Operating Costs per Plight Hour

ANNUAL UTILIZATION - HOURS
FLIGHT OPERATIONS 1000 1400 1800 2200

Crew Costs 75.00 75.00 75.00 75.00
Fuel and Oils 96.30 96.30 96.30 96.30
Insurance 88.09 62.92 48.94 40.04

Total vlt Operations 259.39 234.22 220.24 211.34

MAINTENANCE

Labor 52.0 52.00 52.00 52.00
Overhauls 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00
Rotor Blades 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00
Parts & Repair 32.00 32.00 32.00 32.00
Engines 90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00

Total Maintenance 233.00 233.00 233.00 233.00

DEPRECIATION 165.16 117.97 91.76 75.07

OVERHEAD 131.71 117.04 109.00 103.88

TOTAL ESTIMATED
DIRECT (MST OF
OPERATION 789.26 702.23 654.24 623.29
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f ABLI IV

Comparison of S-76 Costs Before !Lad After KPRN 79-13

BASELINE! lOO0hrs DERIVATIVE % CHANGE
Unit Costs () 2,203,130 2,643,556 20

Operating Costs
a) crew 75.00 75.00 -

b) fuel & oil 96.30 97.26 1
c) insurance 88.09 88.97 6
d) depreciation 165.16 198.27 20

e) maintenance 233.00 257.40 10
f) spares 32.00 47.00 46

Overhead 131.71 152.78 9

Total Hourly

Operating Costs 789.26 916.68 16



cost
($M) _so
2.68 -- E

I Ii

2.2 E

I ~I

153 210 aircraft

A Figure 3.1 Prics and Demani Elasticities.
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& COMPARISON FOR ESTIHATIG HELICOPTER PRODUCTION COSTS

A. THE BELTRAHO STUDY

The Beltramo study, coaductad f.-m 1978-80, was a study

sponsored by the National heronautics and Space

Adainistration to deterzi2e recurrin weight estimating

relationships (WERs) and cost estimatiag relationships

(CERs) for helicopters it the systems level. Dr. Bei-ramo's
weight estimating relationships were developed through

statistical analyses. He examined helicopter subsystems'

weights to determine their relationships to design and

performance characteristi:s. Dr. Beltramo fcu-n -that most
helicopter subsystem's wei;hts could be accurately evaluated

using one or two performance variables, which best describe

the functional and statistical quali'ies of the system.
Gnce accurate weight estimating relationship formulas had

f been derived, Dr. Beltramo could use this weight and produc-

tion quartity as parameters for hi-s cost estimating
equat ions.

Dr. Beltramo's WERs and CERs were developed using cost
and performance data he had gathered from manufacturers, the

Department of Defense, and subcontl.aztors. Although he
based scme of his CERs on inhouse production and others on

subcontracted costs, this lid not significantly alter his
overall cost estimates. By using cost data from one

supplier in the industry, Dr. Belt:ao3 produced zERs that

gave reasonable estimates eventhough they were based on
heuristic rather than statistical reasoning. Dr. Beltramo

also assigned confidence values to his data to indicate how

reliable he estimated his sources, and to help users of his

equaticns recognize areas where errocs may arise.
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CERs are useful to maaufacturers in that they can more

accurately predict recurring production costs and their
impact on alternative designs, labor, materials used, and

technology. Unlike his weight dati, Dr. Beltraa3's cost

data had to be adjusted for cost eluaents applicable to some

of his twelve systems and not others [Ref. 5: 3-8].
Examples of such elements are the zo3t of research and

development, engineering, ind tooling. These c3ts had to

be amortized over certain production areas and not others.

Other indirect cost elements that hal to be considered were

learning curve adjustments and inflation.
The Beltramo study inziuded all costs to the manufac-

turer for inhouse productin, subcontracted costs, and

inhouse assembly costs. rahouse proluction eleserns

included: fabrication, engineering, tooling and raw mater-

ials. Costs that were subonrtractad were for outside

producticn and purchased .guipuent. Inhouse assembly costs

included: quality control, minor in. major assebly, and
were handled by a separate equati3.. Here, Dr. Beltramo

subtracted from the manufatuer's total cost itqms that
were subcontrazted. The Items not pcoduced at a manufactur-

er's plant (such as aircrift engines, certain avionics
equipment, and landing gear), Io not represent a production
cost tc the manufacturer, but an assembly cost, that when

added to production, give the total cost of a helicopter to

the manufacturer.
The Beltramo study was an indapti study to cost out the

helicopter by subsystems. His work uis proven to be of
value to NASA and other en;ineers working with lesign param-

-- eters of weight and perforaance when Costs were not known

and had to be estimated.
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B. THE BELL/NORTH TEXAS SlATE S2uor

In 1978, a research stident at North Texas State,

Charles F. Biamerle, workal in conjun:tion with Bell
Helicopter's engineer, Johnny J. Gilliland, to levelcp a

statistical model that woald azcurately estimate the recur-

ring costs of five major subsystems -omprising a helicopter.

The study was conducted to show that a xanufacturer's recur-

ring costs could be statistically eviluated using production

quantity, weights, and performance variables. Statistical

parametric analysis had be ome popular and was i dqrivative

of various cost approaches used within the Department of

Defense for the past twenty-five years.

The Bell/NTS study ii- not attempt to analyse the total

recurring costs of helizopter production to manufacturers.

Rather, it was a statisti:al evaluation to help engineers

more accurately predict costs from design parameters. The

study analysed the major subsystems from which sufficient

tethnical data was available. Five subsystems were evalu-

ated - -he airframe, (excluding the landing gsa:, a

nonrecurring cost item subcontracted :ut by Bell) rotors,

drive system, power plants, (excluding the engines) and

electrical. The Bell/NTS study estinated that with these

five catagories, eighty-niae p.ercent of a helicopter's total

recurring costs were involved :Ref. 7: 10]. Th= study is

important in that it will give an alternative zosting
approach to the equations developed by Dr. Beltramo.

Cosparing the two studies will help inalyse: 1) what

parameters the developers believed to be crucial, 2) how

these factors were integrated into system's analyses, and 3)

* a comparison of the results with a zritical evaluation.

accurate cost estimations for &icraft subsystems are

important and necessary for manufactirers to know for a
nusber of reasons. Accurate costs will help the
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manufacturer deteruine whether or not their product will be
economical to produce. Pcoduction =osts will help the mark-
eting departmant determine pricing policies and anticipated

consumer demand.

According to the authors, the cost data generated from
this study was compared against the average costs of heli-

copters during several production runs. Cost flacutations
between the Bell/NTS study and actual production costs were

slight, varying between three to five percent above or below

actual costs.

The physical and performance variables considered in the
study were: weight, size, speed, rage, thrust, torque, RPM,

and the quantity of aircraft produce.. This last parameter
was used as a benchmark frc learnin; zirve imprDvements.

Table V illustrates the five major sbsystems used in the
Bel1/NTS study, and a description of the variables used.

C. COMPARING THE TWO STUDIES

The findings frm the two studies revealed cost estima-
tions that have been analysed diff.rntly but draw close

estimations in three catajories - the airframe, rotor, and
electrical systems.

In comparison with the Beltram3 iodel, a cost breakdown
of these five subsystems icounted for sixty-six percent of
the recurring costs to 5ikDrsky. (3335,059 divided by

3510,507). The $510,507 figure is derived by subtracting
the cost of the engines to Sikorsky, 3181,285, and the cost
of the landing gear, $9707, from the total cost, $701,501.

The $335,059 is a total of the five subsystems from Dr.
Beltramo's study as indicated in Table V.

When the Bell/NTS stur analysed the electrical
subsystem, they used performance and quantity variables.

However, the two studies' formulas revealed very close cost
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raBLE V

Cost Estimating Equations from the Bell/.rS Study

AIRFRAME SUBSYSTEM BELL/NTS BELTRAMO

Aw 6932.34xQ-- 20248MGWT" 85684 ROC67466

CEIL- 5 7 8 3 6 Rp-. 29455 246,870 236,1971

ROTOR SUBSYSTEM

R- 136.4489xQ-I 2 1 7 T' 7 3 57,316 60,956

DRIVE SUBSYSTEM

.003544xQ 1 2 2 2 7  3793 .95752

VT 4TEC 1,764 73,197

PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM

P- 2956.038xQ-.
1 1 6 9 6PWT 1 .6 16 5 7VOL- ' 

82 7 32

NE' 58 02 6 TE(H - *4 554 6  6,596 181,285

ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEM

E- 30.514xQ-".08139 ROC-.60499Hp .789 7 8RPM .71886 37,827 37,9062

where:

Q- unit quanity (210 units)
MGWT- max gross wt. (10,300 Ibs)
ROC- rate of climb (1350 ft/min)
CEIL= service ceiling (15,000 ft)
RPM- takeoff max engine RPM (6016 rpm)
I fT- rotor subsystm wt. (1089 ibs)
HP- takeoff horsepower (1300 shp total)
VT- main rotor tip speed (293 rpm)
TECH- technological factor (year 1979)
PWT- propulsion subsystem wt. (exclud. engines 97 lbs)
VOL- airframe volume (1083 cubic ft.)
NE- number of engines (2)

1. AIRFRAAE SUBSYSTEM COSTS (Beltramo) 2. ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEM

Fuselage 93,584 Electrical 25,330
Flt Controls 23,671 Avionics 12,576
Instruments 4,780 Total 37,906
Hydraulics 5,636
Furn/Equip 18,119
Inhouse Ass 90,407

Total 236,197
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estimations, once the avionics costs from the Baltramo model

was added to its electrical costs.

In the rotor system, the cost -estimations from the two

studies were once again very close, ;57,316 for the Bell/NTS

and $60,956 for Dr. Beltramo. Each study used production

quantity and weight as their dependent and independent vari-

ables, thereby keeping the parameters consistent. One

possible explanation for the differeac.s in pric.es could be

that Bell used a model helicopter that had had a large and

successful production run. This factor could lawer manufac-

turing costs as learring =arve theory took effect. Bell

could also have enjoyed discounts from larger purchases of

raw materials. Additionally, technology on the Bell
products was older than that used an the newer, 5-76 model.

Comparing the airframe subsection from the Bell/NTS

study or to the BeltramD study is ioce difficult for several

reasons. First, the beli/qTS study ased aircraft gross

weight ard several performince variiolas in its caicula-

tions, whereas the Beltrcz3 study ased only subsystem weight

and production quantity. rhe sell/Nrs study took mori

performance variables iato consideration, which could have

added costing error or costing not associated with airframe

production as a subsystem. On the other hand, these factors

may have been necessary to adequately explain the high

delree of technology associated with this complicated

system. To bring the Beltramo cost zolel into a comparative

ranqe with the Bell/NTS stady, several airframe related
subsystems' costs were adled to the airframe cost. These

related costs, (flight zontrols, iast:uments, hydraulics,

furnishing and equipment, and inhotsa assemblyl are oriented
more towards performance variables aa bring the Beltramo

costs closer in line with the Bell/MrS study.
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Perhaps the greatest surprise noticed when comparing

the two studies arose in the Bell/rS cost analysis of the

drive system. The drive system, as stated earlier, is a

very complex and expensivs subsystem of any helicopter.

Consequently, the very low cost figure associated with the

Bell/ITS study causes concern. The performance parameters

$ that the study used seem to correlate well with drive train
and engine performance - i. horsepoisr, RPM, rotor tip

speed, and technclogy, but the low cost figure derived from

this formula could not reoresent the cost of such a major

subsystem to the manufacturer.

The propulsion subsystm's estimates of the Bell/NTS

study did not include costing for the power plants them-

selves. The reason for this is that engines for the Bell

and Sikorsky helicopters are purchased from outside manufac-

turers and represent a suocontractin; cost, not a production

cost.

The drive and propuls .in subsystems were inzluded but
not compared by the Beltramo model fDr two reasons. First,

when comparing the costs between the two aquat.Dns, such a
large divergence resulted that a comoarison was unrealistic.
Secondly, the Bel/NTS study eliminated the cost of the

engines and costed out instead that Dart of the fuselage

that supports the engines (the nacelles). For the Beltramo
study, engine nacelle weight was included in the weight of

the fuselage. It was further assuzel that the Bell/NTS

study included in its bceikdown of the five majzr subsystems

costs for inhouse assembly. Since Bell estimated that these
five subsystems accounted for eighty-aine percent of the
recurring costs, inhouse assembly is assumed to be computed

in each formula.
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D. CONCLUSIONS

The Bell/NTS study was an attempt to broaden costing

parameters by incorporatial pecfoczaace, weight, and quan-

tity data to helicopter subsystems. In three of the
Bell/NTS's subsystems, the estimatin; equations drew close

estimates to the Beltramo model. In the remaining two

subsystems, results froz the cost eaiations from the
Bell/ITS study could not be generatei with a .-asonable

amount of confidence. rhis was from the fact that many of

the parameters used by the Bell/WTS study were performance

parameters, that added a legree of complexity to the
weight-to-cost estimates. In Bell/.ZS's attempt to quantify

costs too accurately, they may have iislead themselves with

extraneous variables that only complicated their data.
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